Abstract-CVT and XOR are two binary operations together used to calculate the sum of two non-negative integers on using a recursive mechanism. In this present study the convergence behaviors of this recursive mechanism has been captured through a tree like structure named as CVT-XOR Tree. We have analyzed how to identify the parent nodes, leaf nodes and internal nodes in the CVT-XOR Tree. We also provide the parent information, depth information and the number of children of a node in different CVT-XOR Trees on defining three different matrices. Lastly, one observation is made towards very old Mathematical problem of Goldbach Conjecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ARRY Value Transformation (CVT) is one of the first and foremost transformation in the field of manipulating the strings of bits and other transformations of similar nature such as Extreme Value Transformation (EVT) [2] , 2-Variable Boolean Operation (2-VBO) [4] , Integral Value Transformations (IVTs) [5] and so on came after that. All these transformations have lots of applications in the field like pattern formations [2, 4] , solving Round Rabin Tournament problem [6] , Collatz-like functions [5] and so forth. In [7] with the help of Cellular Automata, CVT has been used for efficient hardware design of some basic arithmetic operations. As CVT is one of the important transformations in this area of study so further properties of CVT should have been thoroughly developed for some of its other future scope.
In the field of data structure for the organization of nonlinear data we have seen many Tree structures like Binary Tree, AVL Tree, B Tree, B+ Tree etc. and many of their applications. In this paper, we have designed a new Tree structure named as CVT-XOR Tree in the domain of CVT and XOR. For this Tree two fundamental logics of CVT and XOR from [3] are used: (1) In [3] it is proved that addition of any two non-negative integers expressed as binary numbers is same as addition of their CVT and their XOR values. This result is also shown to be true for any base of the number system. (2) It has also been proved that in a successive addition of CVT and XOR of any two non-negative integers, the maximum number of iterations required to get either CVT=0 or XOR=0 is equal to the length of the bigger integer expressed as a binary string.
Organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 some preliminaries of CVT and XOR along with a recursive J. K. Das and P. Pal Choudhury are in Applied Statistic Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, India, 203, B.T Road Kolkata-700108, Email:dasjayantakumar89@gmail.com S. Sahoo with Institute of Mathematics and applications, India, Orissa, Bhubaneswar-751003 algorithm for addition of two numbers are discussed. Section 3 deals with the fundamentals of CVT-XOR Tree and two approaches for the construction of CVT-XOR Tree. First part in section 4 discusses the different properties of CVT-XOR Tree and in second part some other significant properties of CVT-XOR Tree from the P, D and F matrices are enumerated. Section 5 deals with the conclusion of this paper along with some future research direction.
II. REVIEW OF EARLIER WORKS ON CVT
CVT and XOR are two Transformations defined on a pair of non-negative integers expressed in binary. Interested reader can refer [1, 2, 3] for the definition of CVT which we are omitting for shortening the paper size. Some of the properties which we will be using in this paper are enumerated as follows: a) CVT is always an even number and length is (n+1) bits. b)
It has been proved in [] that addition of two nonnegative integers X and Y is equal to the sum of their CVT and XOR values i.e. X+Y=CVT(X, Y) + XOR(X, Y) and also the recurrence scheme always converges to (0, X+Y) in at most (n+1) iterations where n is the maximum number of bits required to represent the bigger number. Algorithm 1: Recursive Algorithm for Addition of Two NonNegative Integers:
As at the time of execution every recursive algorithm forms an Activation record in a Tree form so we are motivated to construct the Tree for the above recurrence algorithm named as CVT-XOR Tree and analyzed some of its significant features. Y) such that X+Y=N. First co-ordinate i.e. X is the resultant CVT of two numbers and second co-ordinate i.e. Y is the resultant XOR of two numbers whose sum is N. As (CVT (0, N), XOR (0, N)) = (0, N) so and this forms a self-loop at the root node. Thus a CVT-XOR Tree is like an m-ary tree with a loop only at the root node along with several non-leaf and leaf nodes. Depending of N value we have two types of Tree. If N is even, then the tree is called Even CVT-XOR Tree and If N is odd, then the tree is called Odd CVT-XOR Tree.
Illustration 1: Let an even integer N=40 then (0, 40) is the root node and other leaf and non-leaf nodes in the form (X, Y) (such that X+Y=40) are shown in Fig 1. As 20 is an even number, so pair (X, Y) is in the form of either (even, even) or (odd, odd). the tree is and is the number of significant bits required to represent N. Total number of nodes in CVT-XOR tree is N+1 which is discussed in section 4. Depending on the values of N either even or odd two types of trees can be analyzed named as Even CVT-XOR Tree or Odd CVT-XOR Tree. As CVT of two numbers is always an even number so the first co-ordinate in the node is always even for all internal nodes. Therefore for these pairs, second co-ordinate should be an even number when N is even and is an odd number when N is odd. But when N is even the leaf nodes can be any pair of the form either (even, even) or (odd, odd) otherwise it is of the form (even, odd) or (odd, even). Following algorithm 2 shows whether a given node (X, Y) is leaf node or not.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm to Check whether a given node is leaf or not
is a leaf node in X+Y CVTY-XOR Tree " else Print "(X, Y) may be a leaf node or an internal node further checking is required " } Finding the structure of the tree for a given number N two different approaches are discussed below:
A. Top down Approach
The root is always of the form (0, N) this is consider in level-0 and using iterative process to find the nodes in level-1 we will search for the pair of integers X and Y such that X+Y=N, CVT (X, Y)=0 and XOR(X, Y)=N except node (0, N). All the nodes in this process are kept in level-1. This process is continuing until all the leaf nodes are found i.e. the nodes with no predecessor.
B. Bottom up Approach
This process starts from all the leaf nodes whose sum is N. All the Leaf nodes for the number N can be found easily. For each such pairs we apply CVT and XOR operation and keep those nodes such that their pair sum is equal to N. Many nodes may converge towards the single node after CVT and XOR operations. This process is continued until we reach to the root node from all the leaf nodes which are in the form of (0, N).
In the CVT-XOR Tree if we backtrack from the root node to the leaf node we find different paths to reach to the leaf nodes at different depths. It seems that parent child relationship in the CVT-XOR Tree totally depends on characterization or bit patterns of the node pairs in the path. To understand these dynamics we have analyzed some of the properties of CVT-XOR Tree discussed in the following section. Theorem 3. For any pair (P, Q) where P = a n+1 a n a n−1 ...a 1 is an even number and Q = b n+1 b n b n−1 ...b 1 is either even or odd and if ∃i; 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that a i+1 = b i = 1, then the pair (P, Q) is the leaf node or contradictory (even, even) pair.
IV. SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES OF CVT-XOR TREES
Proof: The theorem statement demands two binary variable x i and y i such that AN D(x i , y i ) = a i+1 = 1 and XOR(x i , y i ) = b i = 1 for some i, which is impossible. So the such pair (P, Q) must be a (even, even) leaf node.
Illustration 5: As per the definition of CVT, we know that CVT of any two numbers is always an even number. Therefor there is no predecessor for an odd pair. But some (even, even) contradictory pairs are also in leaf node. Fig. 4 shows that pair (3, 5) and (5,3) are (odd, odd) leaf nodes and (6, 2) is a leaf node although the first co-ordinate is even because as third bit and second bit of 6 (110) and 2 (10) from LSB position are 1 and 1 respectively. So the pair (6, 2) is a contradictory leaf node.
Theorem 4.
If the pair (P, Q) where the CVT value P = a n+1 a n a n−1 ...a 1 and the XOR value Q = b n+1 b n b n−1 ...b 1 is a non-leaf node in the CVT-XOR Tree and if a i+1 = 0 and b i = 1 for m such I positions where 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1 and m ≤ n; then the number of successors of the (P, Q) node=2 m . These N) are two odd-odd pair (i.e. leaf node) and immediate even-even pair respectively, then the second last LSB bit of M must be always 1 i.e. M = a n a n−1 ...a 3 10 and M = M (n) = 4n − 2 ∀n where a i ∈ 0, 1 and n ≥ 1.
Proof:
1st part: As binary representation of two odd numbers must leading to last LSB bit 1(for both P & Q), therefore according to CVT definition second last LSB bit of M must be 1 as M=CVT(P, Q). 2nd part: We will proof this part through the principle of method of induction. For n=1, M=4-2=2, binary representation of 2 is 10 i.e. second last LSB bit is 1. So formula is true for n=1. Let the formula be true for n i.e. M (n) = 4n − 2 we have to prove that this is true for m=n+1 i.e. M (n+1) = 4(n+1)−2 M (n + 1) = 4n − 2 + 4 = 4n + 4 − 2 = 4(n + 1) − 2 = M (n + 1) So the formula is also be true for m=n+1. Therefor the formula is true for all values greater than equal 1. Now we are ready to write the algorithm to check whether a given input node (X, Y) is a leaf node or not. Algorithm 2 is now modified using theorem 3 & 4 by which a given node whether belong to the leaf or non-leaf can be verified easily is as follows: 
Where X+Y=N is an even number.
is a (odd, odd) and (even, even) leaf node respectively " else Print "(X, Y) is a non-leaf node " } Theorem 6. Any Even integer (E) in the form of E = 2 k will be always a CVT value 2 for all possible (odd, odd) pairs (say (X, Y)) of E; where E=X+Y.
Proof: Notes the two facts as following: 1) For every pair (X, Y) of E such that if E is an n bits number then the maximum number of bit for X and Y will be n-1. 2) 2. Every number in the form M= (2K -1) is always the addition result of two complementary numbers (say P and Q) where one of them will be even and another one is odd. We can represent E as: E = (2K − 1) + 1 = M + 1 So to get E we have to add only 1 (or binary 1) to P (if P is even) or Q (if Q is even) such that P+Q=X+Y. Now we get two odd numbers p and q such that E=M+1= p + q having both LSB position are binary1 others bits position are complementary. Therefore according to the CVT definition there CVT value must be 2. Now question can be asked that what is the total number of leaf nodes and internal nodes in CVT-XOR Tree whose is root is (0, N)? For answering this and other similar questions we have defined three different matrices namely CVT-XOR Depth matrix, CVT-XOR Parent matrix, and CVT-XOR Frequency matrix to store depth information, parent information and frequency information respectively. B. CVT Operation of (odd, odd) Pairs Below in Fig. 8 shown the CVT value for all (odd, odd) pairs. According to the Theorem 5, CVT value for all (odd, odd) pairs in this figure contains all the numbers from the set S. Where 2 is the smallest number and the difference between two consecutive number is 4 i.e. S = {2, 4, 6, 10, ...4n − 2}. It is also showing the beautiful fractal studying in [1] . If we traverse through a diagonal path from (K, 10) (where k is any odd number and gradually decreasing k), (k-2, 3) ,..., (1, k) figure (Fig. 9 ) like palindrome triangle is obtained. This figure demonstrate that for any arbitrary given positive integer all the possible CVT values where bold CVT values refer to the prime pair solution.
V. CONCLUSION This paper shows a new Tree structure called CVT-XOR Tree along with two different approaches for the construction of the Tree. We also have seen different properties of the Tree like number of nodes in any depth, characterization of child, parent, internal and leaf nodes. Some other significant properties also can be obtained easily from the three different matrices along with an easy construction process of CVT-XOR Tree from the matrices. In future this work will help us in further studies in the domain of CVT-XOR to characterize the pattern formation by different CVT-XOR Trees where it is conjectured that there exists always a path from root(zero, even integer) to leaf (prime pair) signifying the Goldach Conjecture-the unfinished work remaining, how to distinguish this kind of paths from the rest. We can further explore the Tree structure by considering three numbers combination such that X+Y+Z=N and to study the different properties of such Trees.
